
2021 Changes to initial SI issue 3/11/21 

Lots of detail changes but most are due to fixed lap count and separated finish.  Some potential for cleanup 

remains, which is the reason for not issuing it final now. As far as I can tell, subsequent changes will not affect 

racing. 

1. New RRS 

2. 1.1 delete 63.4 

3. 2.3 No bye weeks, cancellation may due to govt restrictions 

4. Payment must be made at registration on Regatta Network 

5. References to Junior rates deleted.  They weren’t being used and we do offer them 

6. Added note, Series fees do not carry over.  ! 

7. All courses for all boats will be fixed lap count.  6.2 mention lap count flags at start 

8. 6.3 delete shorten course reference (If courses must be shortened it will be per RRS) 

9. 6.5 delete note about handicapping 

10. 7.5 novice rule setting time limit at sunset deleted see rule 13 

11. 8.1 delete reference to courses for multihulls 

12. 8.3 all courses fixed lap count set at start 

13. 11.1 clarify rolling start 

14. 12.1 clarify separate finish line 

15. Delete 12.2 and 12.3 because finish line reverts to normal RRS rules 

16. 13 clarify sunset time is the only time limit and is absolute 

17. 13.2 adjusts scoring if part of a class is caught by the sunset limit. 

18. 14 delete special 2020 appendix (contingencies if Villa Capri was closed or off limits) 

19. 14.2 allow protest hearing by zoom or equivalent 

20. 20 use appendix T for arbitration 

21. 14.11 clarify 

22. 14.12 Delete finish area rules due to separation of finish area 

23. 16.1 clarify scoring 

24. 16.2 appendix c moved to 16.5, new 16.2 refers to scoring if sunset limit is imposed 

25. 16.3 reworded 

26. 16.4 clarify tie-break 

27. 16.5 Handicaps now per US Sailing PY 

28. 17 RRS rule number for decision to race changed in new RRS 

29. 18.1 added reference to sunset rule 

30. 18.5 Boat of the year trophy eligibility requires average of 5 boats/race for the class 

31. Cleaned up Participation trophy 

32. Appendix A Courses added preamble 

33. General cleanup 

34. Turning mark and finish mark descriptions separated and clarified 

35. Added section on fixed lap count 

36. Clarified and simplified finish description 

37. Clarified course descriptions 

38. Deleted full description of PM B course 

39. Non-spin B change intro to reflect fixed lap count 

40. NSB changed course descriptions for fixed lap count 

41. Keelboat courses changed for fixed lap count and separate finish 

42. Appendix B Scoring added description and sunset rule reference 


